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Abstract The present work provides a detailed kinetic analysis of the time-resolved

dynamics of the gas heating during the arc reattachment in nitrogen gas in order to

understand the main processes leading to such a fast reattachment. The model includes gas

heating due to the relaxation of the energy stored in the vibrational as well as the electronic

modes of the molecules. The results show that the anode arc reattachment is essentiality a

threshold process, corresponding to a reduced electric field value of E/N * 40 Td for the

plasma discharge conditions considered in this work. The arc reattachment is triggered by a

vibrational instability whose development requires a time of the order of 100 ls. For
E/N\ 80–100 Td, most of the electron energy is transferred to gas heating through the

mechanism of vibrational–translational relaxation. For larger values of E/N the electronic–

translational energy relaxation mechanism produces a further intensification of the gas

heating. The sharp increase of the gas heating rate during the last few ls of the vibrational
instability give rises to a sudden transition from a diffuse (glow-like) discharge to a

constricted arc with a high current density (*107 A/m2). This sudden increase in the

current density gives rise to a new anode attachment closer to the cathode (where the

voltage drop between the original arc and the anode is the largest) thus causing the decay

of the old arc spot.
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Introduction

Direct current (dc) non-transferred arc plasma torches are used in a number of applications

like spray coatings, material synthesis, and waste treatment. Standard dc non-transferred

plasma torches are characterized by a central rod-shape cathode and a concentric water-

cooled copper anode. The arc connects the cathode tip to some point on the anode wall,

crossing through the cold gas boundary layer that covers such wall. Typical torch currents

are in the range of a few hundred amperes [1, 2].

Unlike non-transferred arcs with fixed minimal lengths [3], the anode attachment

location in a non-transferred arc is usually in motion, thus inducing arc voltage fluctua-

tions. Three distinctive modes have been reported for the arc voltage fluctuations: the

steady mode, rather detrimental for the anode life time because the anodic attached spot

remains almost fixed in position; the takeover mode, obtained mainly with mono-atomic

gases in which the anode attached spot presents a small amplitude oscillating motion; and

the restrike mode, corresponding to diatomic gases or their mixtures, in which the spot

expands along the anode moving away from the cathode (stretching the arc) until a new arc

appears closer to the cathode and the original arc decays, giving place to an expanding

movement of the new arc [4]. In the steady mode, the arc voltage remains almost constant.

In the takeover mode, the arc voltage presents a small oscillation (of the order of a few

volts). Finally, the restrike mode is characterized by a saw-tooth-like shape of the arc

voltage with quasi-periodic fluctuations, being the amplitude of these fluctuations as high

as 40 % of the time-averaged arc voltage. A large range of plasma operating conditions

used for plasma spraying matches this last condition [2]. Figure 1 shows a typical arc

voltage waveform corresponding to a non-transferred dc plasma torch operated at 100 A

with a nitrogen flow rate of 25 Nl/min (more details on the employed torch can be found

elsewhere [5]). Each sharp voltage drop with a time scale of the order of 1 ls (inset of

Fig. 1) corresponds to the creation of a new arc root (lasting for times between 50 and

200 ls).
The physical mechanism of the anode attachment restrike is well understood. The anode

arc column which connects the main arc column and the anode wall is pushed forward by

the gas flow thus elongating the arc length and increasing the arc voltage drop until the

cold boundary layer ‘‘electrically breaks’’, giving rise to a new anode attachment closer to
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Fig. 1 Typical arc voltage
waveform corresponding to the
restrike mode in a dc plasma
torch. The sharp voltage drop
corresponding to the restrike
process is showed in the inset
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the cathode (where the voltage difference between the arc and the anode is largest). As the

new configuration of the arc has a lower voltage drop, the new attachment causes a decay

of the old one, being again dragged away by the flow [4]. However, the physical mech-

anism driving the fast anode arc reattachment process (time scale of the order of ls) is less
clear. There are no plasma torch models free of artificial assumptions (e.g. by imposing an

electrically conducting channel between the arc and the anode) to simulate the reattach-

ment process in the restrike operating mode [6, 7].

Experimental observations [8] have shown that a relatively small fraction of the main arc

current (of about 10 %) flows upstream of the arc attachment trough a dark anode boundary

layer; thus indicating there the existence of a non-thermal diffuse (glow-like) discharge. Such

a kind of high-pressure discharge tends to be unstable and an increase in the current usually

produces a sudden transition to an arc state characterized by a large increase in the current

density and a considerable decrease in the discharge voltage. A universal mechanism for the

transition from diffuse to contracted or localized current flow is the so called thermal

instability [9], in which a local increase of the translational gas temperature causes a local

decrease of its density, leading to an increase of the reduced electric field and of the electron

temperature; this increase of electron temperature results in an enlargement of the ionization

and of the electron density. This type of instability was recently considered in [10] for the

anode reattachment process but without taking into account the underlying physical pro-

cesses leading to the gas heating due to the energetic electrons.

The gas temperature in a plasma discharge is largely determined by the rate of energy

transfer from the electrons to the gas heavy particle. A significant difference is observed in the

rate of energy transfer between the electrons and neutral atoms and electrons and neutral

molecules. In atomic gases, the gas temperature increase is caused mainly by energy transfer

from elastic collisions between electrons and atoms, the so-called e–T (electron–translational)

energy transfer. Because of the large mass difference between these particles, this is a very

inefficient mechanism. For reduced electric fields, E/N[20 Td (E is the electric field

strength, N the gas number density and 1 Td : 10-21 Vm2); the fractional electron power

transferred in elastic collisions to gas heating is less than a few times 10-3 [11]. In molecular

gases, electrons can transfer energy to additional intermediate internal energy modes of the

molecule such as vibrational and rotational energy. Since the typical characteristic vibrational

energy of the molecules (0.2–0.5 eV) is comparable to typical electron temperatures (of about

1 eV) at 20\E/N\ 80 Td, most of the electron energy is transferred to vibrational modes,

e–V, and then to gas temperature mainly through the mechanism of V–T relaxation [11]. Since

the rates of e–V and V–T energy transfer mechanisms are significantly larger than e–T,

molecular gases typically have higher heating rates and are more susceptible to thermaliza-

tion. This is due to the strong exponential dependence of the V–T relaxation rate coefficient on

the gas temperature. Even small increases of the gas temperature lead to a significant increase

of the V–T relaxation rate, intensification of heating, and then to a further growth of the gas

temperature. This is the vibrational instability mode sometimes called the ‘‘thermal explo-

sion’’ of vibrational reservoir [12]. This process takes a sufficiently long time (�1 ls in

nitrogen gas at atmospheric pressure). Higher electric fields, E/N[80–100 Td, produce a

more efficient energy transfer from electrons to electronic states than e–V [11, 12]. In turn, the

electronic energy relaxation mechanism, E–T can be very fast compared to the V–T relaxation

time (the so called ‘‘fast gas heating’’ [13–16]). In pure molecular nitrogen the mechanism of

fast gas heating was mainly ascribed to self-quenching reactions of the metastable electronic

state N2(A
3P

u
?) [17].

The present work provides a detailed kinetic analysis of the time-resolved dynamics of

the gas heating during the arc reattachment in nitrogen gas in order to understand the main
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processes leading to such a fast reattachment. The model includes gas heating due to the

relaxation of the energy stored in the vibrational as well as the electronic modes of the

molecules. The results of the calculations are compared with the available experimental

data on arc voltage waveforms.

Model of the Discharge

Kinetic Model

The purpose of this discharge model was to study possible mechanisms of fast transfer of

electron energy into thermal energy (gas heating) in a non-equilibrium high-pressure

plasma discharge formed in moderate reduced electric field values (*40–120 Td). The

model includes the balance equations for the most important neutral and charged species

present in the discharge together with the equations describing the mean vibrational energy

of the N2(X
1P

g
?, v) molecules and the gas temperature. The considered species for pure

nitrogen are the vibrational manifold of ground state molecules N2(X
1P

g
?, v), the elec-

tronic excited states of nitrogen molecules and atoms N2(A
3P

u
?), N2(B

3Pg), N2(a
01P

u
-),

N2(C
3Pu), N(

2D) and N(2P), the atomic ground state N(4S), the positive ions N4
?, N2

? and

N?; and the electrons (e).

The included reactions are summarized in Table 1, where the gas temperature (Tg) and

the effective electron temperature (Te) units are in K. The dependences on the reduced

electric field of the rate coefficients for electron-impact excitation (R1–R4), dissociation

(R5) and ionization (R6–R7) as well as the effective electron temperature Te and the

electron mobility (le) were calculated by solving the electron Boltzmann equation in the

classical two-term approximation with the BOLSIG? code [18]. The rate coefficients for

stepwise ionization from N2(A
3P

u
?) and N2(a’

1P
u
-) (R8–R9) have been calculated from

the cross section data reported in [19]. The electronic excitation by electron impact was

assumed to occur only from the vibrational ground state N2(X
1P

g
?, 0) [the rate coefficients

for electronic excitation, dissociation and ionization from N2(X
1P

g
?, v) were assumed to

be the same as those from N2(X
1P

g
?, 0)]. Although the rates of electronic excitation,

dissociation, and ionization can be affected by this approximation, the electron energy

transfer to the vibrational manifold is not much affected by making this assumption [17].

The rate coefficients for excitation, dissociation and ionization calculated with the use of

the BOLSIG? code (for conditions of vibrationally non-excited gas) were corrected by

means of the factor [11, 20]

F ¼ exp
C exp ��hx=ðkTvÞð Þ

E=Nð Þ2

" #

; ð1Þ

that takes into account the increases of the electron energy due to super-elastic collisions

with vibrationally excited nitrogen molecules. In Eq. (1) C = 6.5 9 103 Td2 [20], k is the

Boltzmann constant and �hx and Tv are the vibrational quantum (=0.29 eV) and the

vibrational temperature of the nitrogen molecule; respectively. The mean vibrational

energy of the nitrogen molecule (ev) was related to Tv as ev = �hx/[exp (�hx/(kTv)) - 1].

The dependences on E/N of the rate coefficients for electron-impact excitation (R1–R4)

and dissociation (R5), together with the rate coefficients for direct electron impact ion-

ization (R6–R7) as well as the stepwise ionization (R8–R9), are shown in Fig. 2a, b,

respectively. The calculations correspond in this case to a vibrationally excited nitrogen
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gas at Tv = 6000 K, which is a typical vibrational state for a high-pressure non-equilib-

rium discharge in nitrogen gas in moderate reduced electric field values.

The balance equations for the active species (evaluated in a local approximation) were

solved for the densities of N2(A
3P

u
?), N2(a’

1P
u
-), N(2D), N(2P), N(4S), N4

?, N? and

electrons.

o

ot
N2 Að Þ½ �ð Þ ¼ Ne½ � N2 Xð Þ½ � k1 þ k2 þ k4ð Þ � k8 Ne½ � N2 Að Þ½ � � k10 N2 að Þ½ � N2 Að Þ½ �

� N2 Að Þ½ �2 k13 þ k14ð Þ � k18 N 4S
� �� �

N2 Að Þ½ �;
ð2Þ

Table 1 Reactions considered in the kinetic model

No. Reaction Rate coefficient [m3/s or m6/s (*)] References

Electron-impact excitation

(R1) e ? N2(X, v) ? e ? N2(A) k1 = f(E/N) F See text

(R2) e ? N2(X, v) ? e ? N2(B) k2 = f(E/N) F See text

(R3) e ? N2(X, v) ? e ? N2(a) k3 = f(E/N) F See text

(R4) e ? N2(X, v) ? e ? N2(C) k4 = f(E/N) F See text

Electron-impact dissociation

(R5) e ? N2(X, v) ? N2(E
* = 13 eV)

N2(E
* = 13 eV) ? N(4S) ? N(2D)

k5 = f(E/N) F See text

Direct electron-impact ionization

(R6) e ? N2(X, v) ? e ? e ? N2
? k6 = f(E/N) F See text

(R7) e ? N(4S) ? e ? e ? N? k7 = f(E/N) F See text

Stepwise ionization

(R8) e ? N2(A) ? e ? e ? N2
? k8 = f(E/N) F See text

(R9) e ? N2(a) ? e ? e ? N2
? k9 = f(E/N) F See text

Associative ionization

(R10) N2(A) ? N2(a) ? e ? N4
? k10 = 5.0 9 10-17 [27]

(R11) N2(a) ? N2(a) ? e ? N4
? k11 = 2.0 9 10-16 [27]

(R12) N(2P) ? N(2P) ? e ? N2
? k12 = 3.0 9 10-17 [28]

Quenching of electronically excited particles

(R13) N2(A) ? N2(A) ? N2(X, v) ? N2(B) k13 = 1.1 9 10-15 [29]

(R14) N2(A) ? N2(A) ? N2(X, v) ? N2(C) k14 = 3.0 9 10-16 [30]

(R15) N2(B) ? N2(X, v) ? N2(A) ? N2(X, v) k15 = 3.0 9 10-17 [31]

(R16) N2(C) ? N2(B) ? hm m16 = 3.0 9 107 s-1 [32]

(R17) N(2D) ? N2(X, 0) ? N2(X, 0) ? N(4S) k17 = 6.0 9 10-21 [32]

(R18) N2(A) ? N(4S) ? N2(X, v) ? N(2P) k18 = 4.0 9 10-17(300/Tg)
2/3 [21]

Electron–ion recombination

(R19) e ? N2
? ? N(4S) ? N(2D) k19 = 2.0 9 10-13(300/Te)

1/2 [32]

(R20) e ? N4
? ? N2(X, v) ? N2(C) k20 = 2.0 9 10-12(300/Te)

1/2 [32]

(R21) e ? e ? N2
? ? e ? N2(X, v) k21 = 1.0 9 10-31(300/Te)

9/2 (*) [32]

(R22) e ? e ? N? ? e ? N(4S) k22 = 2.0 9 10-39(104/Te)
6.04 (*) [33]
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o

ot
N2 að Þ½ �ð Þ ¼ k3 Ne½ � N2 Xð Þ½ � � k9 Ne½ � N2 að Þ½ �

� k10 N2 að Þ½ � N2 Að Þ½ � � k11 N2 að Þ½ �2;
ð3Þ

o

ot
N 2D
� �� �� �

¼ k5 Ne½ � N2 Xð Þ½ � � k17 N 2D
� �� �

N2 X; 0ð Þ½ � þ k19 Ne½ � Nþ
2

� �
; ð4Þ

o

ot
N2

2P
� �� �� �

¼ �k12 N2
2P
� �� �2þ k18 N 4S

� �� �
N2 Að Þ½ �; ð5Þ

o

ot
N 4S
� �� �� �

¼ k5 Ne½ � N2 Xð Þ½ � � k7 Ne½ � N 4S
� �� �

þ k17 N 2D
� �� �

N2 X; 0ð Þ½ �

� k18 N 4S
� �� �

N2 Að Þ½ � þ k19 Ne½ � Nþ
2

� �
þ k22 Ne½ �2 Nþ½ �;

ð6Þ

o

ot
Nþ

4

� �� �
¼ k10 N2 að Þ½ � N2 Að Þ½ � þ k11 N2 að Þ½ �2�k20 Ne½ � Nþ

4

� �
; ð7Þ

o

ot
Nþ½ �ð Þ ¼ k7 N 4S

� �� �
Ne½ � � k22 Ne½ �2 Nþ½ �; ð8Þ

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 a Rate coefficients for
electron-impact excitation (R1–
R4) and dissociation (R5) vs the
reduced electric field. b Rate
coefficients for direct electron
impact ionization (R6–R7) and
stepwise ionization (R8–R9)
versus the reduced electric field.
The calculations correspond to a
nitrogen gas at Tv = 6000 K
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o

ot
Ne½ �ð Þ ¼ k6 Ne½ � N2 Xð Þ½ � þ k7 Ne½ � N 4S

� �� �
þ k8 Ne½ � N2 Að Þ½ �

þ k9 Ne½ � N2 að Þ½ � þ k10 N2 Að Þ½ � N2 að Þ½ � þ k11 N2 að Þ½ �2þ k12 N 2P
� �� �2

� k19 Ne½ � Nþ
2

� �
� k20 Ne½ � Nþ

4

� �
� k21 Ne½ �2 Nþ

2

� �
� k22 Ne½ �2 Nþ½ �;

ð9Þ

The density of N2
? positive ions was obtained from the condition of charge conser-

vation, the density of the dominant specie N2(X
1P

g
?, v) was obtained from the condition

that the total pressure be equal to the atmospheric one. The N2(B
3Pg) and N2(C

3Pu)

electronic states were assumed to decay instantaneously, since according to R15 and R16,

respectively, their quenching rates are much shorter than 1 ls in atmospheric pressure

gases. Thus, the rate for the production of N2(A
3P

u
?) state by cascading was assumed to be

equal to the sum of the rates for the production (by electron impact) of the N2(B
3Pg) and

N2(C
3Pu) states. By making this assumption, the populations of the N2(B

3Pg) and

N2(C
3Pu) electronic states do not need to be computed directly [17].

Vibrational Model

The dynamics of the mean vibrational energy of the N2(X
1P

g
?, v) molecule was described

by the equation

o

ot
N2 Xð Þ½ �evð Þ ¼ QeV � QVT � QVV; ð10Þ

where the square brackets indicate particle number density. The terms QeV, QVT, and QVV

account for the rate of electron energy transfer to the vibrational levels (e–V process), for

the rate of V–T relaxation of nitrogen molecules from the first (v = 1) vibrational level and

for the rate of an-harmonic (V–V)–T relaxation of nitrogen molecules from the upper

vibrational levels; respectively. For the calculation of QeV only the first eight levels of the

N2(X
1P

g
?, v) molecule have been considered [17]

eþ N2 X1Rþ
g ; v

� �
! eþ N2 X1Rþ

g ;w
� �

; ð11Þ

where 0 B v B 8 and 0 B w B 8. The rate coefficients for the e–V process between

excited vibrational levels keV(v ? v ? n) were scaled as [21]

keV v ! vþ nð Þ ¼ keV 0 ! nð Þ 1þ 0:05vð Þ�1; ð12Þ

and the rate coefficients from the vibrational ground state were calculated using the

BOLSIG?. The dependence of QeV on Tv was taken into account by calculating the total

energy stored in the vibrational modes [in according to processes (11)], but subtracting the

vibrational energy losses by super-elastic collisions, considered by the non-equilibrium

factor F presented in (1). These collisions increase the energy stored in the electronic states

involving excitation of electronic states (R1–R4), dissociation (R5) and ionization (R6–R7)

including metastables (R8–R9). Thus, the term QeV describing the e–V process was cal-

culated as
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QeV ¼ Ne½ �
X7

v¼0

N2 X; vð Þ½ �
X8�v

n¼1

v�hxkeV v ! vþ nð Þ
" #

� F � 1

F
Ne½ � N2 X; vð Þ½ � k1EA þ k2EB þ k3Ea þ k4EC þ k5E

� þ k6IN2
ð Þ

� F � 1

F
Ne½ � N 4S

� �� �
k7IN þ N2 Að Þk8ðIN2

� EAÞ þ N2 að Þk9ðIN2
� EaÞ½ �

� �
;

ð13Þ

where it was assumed that the population of the first vibrational levels (v B 8) closely

follows a Boltzmann distribution with temperature Tv [17]. (EA = 6.17 eV, EB = 7.35 eV,

Ea = 8.40 eV and EC = 11.03 eV; are the excitation energy of the electronic states A, B,

a and C, respectively; E* = 13 eV is the excitation energy of the pre-dissociation state of

the molecule, and IN2 = 15.58 eV and IN = 14.6 eV are the ionization energy of the

ground states molecules and atoms, respectively).

The calculation of QVT included V–T relaxation of N2(X
1P

g
?, v) by collisions with

ground state molecules as well as with dissociated ground state atoms, in according to the

following processes

N2 X1Rþ
g ; 0

� �
þ N2 X1Rþ

g ; 1
� �

! N2 X1Rþ
g ; 0

� �
þ N2 X1Rþ

g ; 0
� �

; ð14Þ

N 4S
� �

þ N2 X1Rþ
g ; 1

� �
! N 4S

� �
þ N2 X1Rþ

g ; 0
� �

; ð15Þ

being the corresponding rate coefficients [11]

k10N2
m3=s
� �

¼ 7:8� 10�18 exp � 218

T
1=3
g

þ 690

Tg

" #

1� exp � �hx
kTg

� 	� 	�1

; ð16Þ

k10N m3=s
� �

¼ 2:3� 10�19 exp � 1280

Tg


 �

þ 2:7� 10�17 exp � 10840

Tg


 �

: ð17Þ

The term QVT describing the V–T process was calculated as

QVT ¼ N2 Xð Þ½ �
ev � ev Tg

� �

sVT
; ð18Þ

where ev(Tg) is the equilibrium value of nitrogen vibrational energy and sVT is the time

scale of the V–T relaxation by molecules and atoms collisions [11]

sVT ¼ 1

1� exp � �hx
kTg

h i� �
k10N2

N2 X; 0ð Þ½ � þ k10N N 4Sð Þ½ �
� � : ð19Þ

The an-harmonic heating [(V–V)–T energy transfer] was calculated as

QVV ¼ �hxP; ð20Þ

where P = P(Tg,Tv) is the flow of vibrational quanta in the vibrational energy domain

[22].
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Gas Heating Model

It was assumed that the energy stored in translational and rotational modes instantly reach

equilibrium because translational to translational (T–T) relaxation occurs within a few

collisions between the heavy species and rotational to translational (R–T) relaxation takes

place within a few ten molecular collisions [11]. Therefore, it was assumed that the

translational and rotational temperatures were equilibrated in the discharge. The dynamics

of the translational temperature was described by the equation

o

ot

5

2

��

N2 Xð Þ½ � þ N2 Að Þ½ � þ N2 Bð Þ½ � þ N2 Cð Þ½ � þ N2 a0ð Þ½ � þ Nþ
2

� �� �

þ 6

2
Nþ

4

� �
þ 3

2
Nþ½ � þ N 4S

� �� �
þ N 2D

� �� �
þ N 2P

� �� �� �


kTg

	

¼ QR þ QVT þ QVV � QC;

ð21Þ

where QR and QC account for the gas heating rate from chemical reactions and for the gas

cooling; respectively. In this model the heat released in the dissociation processes by

electron impact (R5), in the reactions of quenching of metastable electronically excited

N2(A
3P

u
?) states (R13–R14) and during the electron–ion recombination processes (R19–

R20) was taken into account for the calculation of QR. The dissociation of the nitrogen

molecules goes through excitation of these molecules by an electron impact and following

pre-dissociation via electronically excited states [13, 14]. For the reaction R5 the difference

between the excitation energy (E* = 13 eV) of the pre-dissociation sate of the molecule

and its dissociation threshold [12.1 eV with products N(4S) ? N(2D)] goes into heating.

Thus, the energy going into heating is DE5 = 0.9 eV [14]. For the reaction R13 the energy

excess is 4.18 eV; about half of this energy corresponds to the energy in the N2(X
1P

g
?, 8)

level into which the molecule is assumed to decay, while the remaining DE13 = 2.0 eV

goes into heating [17]. For the reaction R14 about 60 % of the energy excess (1.01 eV)

goes in the N2(X
1P

g
?, 2), while the remaining DE14 = 0.4 eV is assumed to go into

heating [17]. Finally, the energy which goes to gas heating due to reactions R19 and R20 is

DE19 = 3.44 eV [15] and DE20 = 3.5 eV [23], respectively. Hence, the term QR

describing the gas heating rate through chemical reactions was calculated as

QR ¼ k5 Ne½ � N2 Xð Þ½ �DE5 þ N2ðAÞ½ �2 k13DE13 þ k14DE14ð Þ
þ Ne½ � Nþ

2

� �
k19DE19 þ Nþ

4

� �
k20DE20

� �
:

ð22Þ

The convective plasma cooling due to a gas flow parallel to the anode surface was

calculated as [9, 24]

QC ¼ 5

2

�

N2 Xð Þ½ � þ N2 Að Þ½ � þ N2 Bð Þ½ � þ N2 Cð Þ½ � þ N2 að Þ½ � þ Nþ
2

� �� �

þ 6

2
Nþ

4

� �
þ 3

2
Nþ½ � þ N 4S

� �� �
þ N 2D

� �� �
þ N 2P

� �� �� �
	

k Tg � T1
� �

mF;

ð23Þ

where mF = 2 u/L is the heat removal frequency (u is a characteristic velocity of the gas

flow at the anode boundary layer and L a discharge characteristic length along the flow) [9]

and T? is the temperature of the gas far from the discharge.

The balance equations for the densities of N2(A
3P

u
?), N2(a’

1P
u
-), N(2D), N(2P), N(4S),

N4
?, N? and electrons, in according to the reactions given in Table 1, together with the
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Eqs. (10) and (21); were solved numerically by a finite-difference explicit method with the

second-order approximation. Once the solution has been obtained, the current density of

the discharge was calculated as

J ¼ e Ne½ �leE: ð24Þ

Results and Discussion

As mentioned in the Introduction, it was experimentally found a fraction of about 10 % of

the main arc current flowing upstream of the arc attachment trough a dark anode boundary

layer [8]; thus indicating there the existence of a non-thermal diffuse (glow-like) discharge

with a current density J * 1 A/cm2 for the present conditions (arc current of 100 A, anode

of 5 mm diameter and 25 mm in length). To find the discharge conditions previous to the

arc reattachment, the stationary solution was obtained, from reasonable initial values, by

assuming a constant voltage drop of about 100 V (see Fig. 1) across a thick anode

boundary layer of 1–2 mm [2, 4, 25]. The characteristic frequency of convective heat

removal was taken as mF = 2 u/L = 2 9 105 s-1 (u = 100 m/s [7] and L = 0.001 m

representing a typical diameter for a constricted discharge). For a relatively broad range of

constant electric field values investigated [(0.5–1) 9 105 V/m], the results showed the

presence of a non-thermal discharge with rather high gas temperature (Tg * 4000 -

K\Tv * 4000–6000 K\Te * 6500–8000 K) and a relatively high electron density (of

the order of 1017–1018 m-3) mainly due to associative ionization. The discharge current

density varied in the range 1–5 A/cm2, whereas the reduced electric field was about

30–40 Td. These values are in according to those reported for atmospheric pressure glow-

like discharges in molecular gases [20, 26]. For E/N larger than about 40 Td (corre-

sponding to E[ 0.8 9 105 V/m), no stationary solution was found; thus indicating that the

arc reattachment is essentiality a threshold process. Although the characteristic frequency

of convective heat removal has influence on this E/N threshold value, it only plays a minor

role in the developing of the reattachment due to the velocity of the process. Under the

considered conditions the gas cooling characteristic time (:mF
-1) is about 5 ls, comparable

to the whole reattachment process time during which it is expected that Tg significantly

grows. However, since a substantial discharge cooling would require between 5 and 10

cooling characteristic times, the gas discharge cooling only plays a minor role during the

reattachment build up.

In order to investigate the kinetic mechanism of the arc restrike, the above quoted

stationary (initial) values were perturbed by applying a voltage ramp to simulate the linear

increases of the voltage value across the anode boundary layer due to the forward

movement of the arc root (as shown in Fig. 1). During the calculations it was assumed that

T? = 4000 K, in according to the calculated discharge conditions previous to the arc

reattachment. The simulation results are presented in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Figure 3 presents the temporal behavior of the characteristic plasma temperatures in the

discharge. Note that the strong increase of the vibrational temperature of the molecule

leads to a further increase in the gas temperature due to the V–T relaxation process that in

turn produces an increase of the V–T relaxation rate (due to the strong exponential

dependence of this rate coefficient on the gas temperature) which accelerates the gas

temperature raise itself. This behavior corresponds to the vibrational instability mode [12]

with a whole developing time of *120 ls in the studied conditions.
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The charged particle densities together with the reduced electric field of the discharge

are presented in Fig. 4. It is observed that the complex N4
? ion (associative ionization

mechanisms R10–R11) is dominant during most of the voltage ramp; but with the sudden

increase in the reduced electric field (mainly owing to the decreasing in the gas density)

that ion is progressively replaced by N2
? (mainly created by electron impact ionization

R6).

The calculated mechanisms for the gas heating considered in Eq. (21) are presented in

Fig. 5. At E/N\ 80–100 Td, most of the electron energy is transferred to vibrational

modes and then to gas temperature mainly through the mechanism of V–T relaxation. For

larger values of E/N, due to the strong vibrational non-equilibrium (Tv � Tg) state of the

molecules, the an-harmonic (V–V)–T relaxation of nitrogen molecules comes into opera-

tion in addition with the electronic E–T energy relaxation mechanism QR (the so called

‘‘fast’’ gas heating [13–16]) thus producing a further intensification of the gas heating.

The contributing terms for the ‘‘fast’’ heating are presented in Fig. 6. The major con-

tribution for QR comes from the quenching of the metastable state N2(A
3P

u
?) in the

reaction R13. The other mechanisms (quenching reaction R14, dissociation via pre-dis-

sociation states R5 and recombination R19–R20) play only a minor role in the discharge.
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Finally the time evolution of the current density is shown in Fig. 7 with a broader

temporal scale (for a time[100 ls). The sharp increase of the gas heating rate during the

last few ls of the vibrational instability (as shown Fig. 5) give rises to a sudden transition

from a diffuse (glow-like) discharge to a constricted arc with a high current density

(*107 A/m2). This sudden increase in the current density gives rise to a new anode

attachment closer to the cathode thus causing the decay of the old one.

A global analysis of Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 shows that the model correctly describes the

arc voltage variations showed in Fig. 1.

Conclusions

The present work presented a detailed kinetic analysis of the time-resolved dynamics of the

gas heating during the arc reattachment in nitrogen gas in order to understand the main

processes leading to such a fast reattachment. The model results have shown that:

1. The anode arc reattachment is essentiality a threshold process. For the plasma

discharge conditions considered in this work, such a threshold corresponds to a

reduced electric field E/N * 40 Td.

2. The arc reattachment is triggered by a vibrational instability lasting for a time of the

order of 100 ls. For E/N\ 80–100 Td, most of the electron energy is transferred to

gas heating through the mechanism of V–T relaxation. For larger values of E/N the an-

harmonic (V–V)–T relaxation of nitrogen molecules becomes relevant together with

the electronic E–T energy relaxation mechanism, thus producing a further intensifi-

cation of the gas heating.

3. The sharp increase of the gas heating rate during the last few ls of the vibrational

instability give rises to a sudden transition from a diffuse (glow-like) discharge to a

constricted arc with a high current density (*107 A/m2). This sudden increase in the

current density gives rise to a new anode attachment closer to the cathode thus causing

the decay of the old one.
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